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ABSTRACT

The influenqe of· the elastic interaction energy of

plate-shaped precipitates ~ausing tetragonal distortion on

nucleation, growth and coarsening is considered.

The analysis shows that the elastic interaction

energy'may be minimized by the format~on of regular three-

,dimensional arrays, which emphasize the "edge-face" confi

~gu~ation. Algebraic conditions of stability against coarsening

are aeveloped, and the results of the detailed numerical

test of stability against coarsening for 'a particularly
,

simple and symmetric array a~e-reported. Experimental

observations on e", (Al-3%Cu alloy) microstructures' show

strong evidence of short-range ordering, with two characteristic
, \

, -
configurations (edge-face and "?arallel-step"), both

energetically favourable.
..

, It is shoWn that the elastic interaction energy
-, .

. may have a decisive role in the n~cleation stage of 9'

preoipitates. The e' m~crostructure, in a relatively early

.'

•

..

stage of development,' is often inhomogeneous a~d consists
,

mainly of linear (parallel inclined and pross-lika) stacks •
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Numerical calculations of the elastic inte~action

energy show that the eh~erimentally observed stacks are

energetically favourable, and can be. generated in an auto-
~

catalytic way. Numerical and preliminary experimental
,

results on the stability against growth and coarsening of

/Jelastically-locked linear arrays are reported.

Finally, the chemical driving ~orce and elastic

retarding force acting on moving ledges on a planar interphase

boundary are considered. It is shown that elastic interaction

may cause a departure from the local equilibrium at a moving

growth le3ge, and may dictate the location of "homogeneous"

nucleation of growth ledges. Some experimental results
\

concerning ledge nucleation qnd ledge interaction are reported.
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\ . LIST OF FIGURES

1 Schematic representation of a set of five lmaginary 10
operations in order to find the elastlc field
(after (18)).

33 ,

2 A section of a SOlld solution with unit edge lengths. 25
Lattice parameter a has to be subjected to strains
6 = (a-aD) /a in both x and y directions if it is to
be coherent when added to material having a Ittice
parameter a O in the xy plane (after (45)).

3 The relationship between Helmholtz free energy 29
[f' (c)] and the coherent free-energy function
~(C,Co)' Coexisting coherent phase compositions
in a system of average composition Co are seen to
lie within the coexisting incoherent phase compo-
sitions (after (46)).

4 Typical mO~Ol09Y of G.P. zones and y' precipitates
in Cu-2% Be alloy~. Notice in a incipient alignment
of G.P. zon-es; b, shows the y" phase with {lOO}
habi~ plane, but aligned along the traces of the
{lID} planes (after (33)).

Ct .

5 Dgrk field micrographs of a Ni-19% V alloy aged
l minute to 6.3 hours at 780°C. a) I minute,
g {~lO]. Note a random distribution of a precipi
tates. (b) 18 minu4.es 9 [010] and [001]. Notice
a larger distribution of one variant o~ e precipi
eates in the right-hand side micrograph. (c) 6.3

-+ -h9urs, g ,[001] and fOlO]. Notice two completely
di fferent -- distribl:l tions of e precipitates on a
given'region (afte-r (33)). - .

Microstructures and dtffraction pattern obtained via !

-compute'r,simulation. Figures (a)i~ (rr) and (c) are'
in order ,of iI1creasing "ageing'f in the cGmputer .

. Notice hne ~i9pm~nt'of tetragonal precipitates
along the {lIO} planes and.the preferred development
of one va~iant of ~ecipitates (after (48)).. .

-6

Crystal l'attices of a", e.' and a in the Al-4% cu al
", loys. . The misfit in the c direction is taken by

- elastic;:' displacement in the matrix.

."
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9
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,Phase diagram for Al (rich) -Cu alloys showlng the
solvus lines of a, a', a" mid G.P. zones (after
(58)) •

Transformation of a plate-like inclusion (a) 15

formed by displacement by -b of th~ upper side (b).

Pure prismatic infinitesimal dislocation loop.

38

39

43

11 a) The geometry of the thin foil used by Weatherly
and Sargent (72) to compute images of ledges in
precipitates in Al-4wt% Cu. b) A CDF image obtained
with a (Ill) matrix reflection showing particles,
with ledges. c) Schematic diagrams showing images
of growth and dissolution steps. The position of
the step is given by the dashed line, the heavy
line being black contrast and the shaded region
bright. d) A BF image with a (200) reflection
showing the ledges as faint double images. e) Dis
placement fringes visible in BF, g(lll).
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12

13

I 14

15

Schematic representation of streaks produced,by
strain field effects along <Ill> for G. P. zones
on {100} in eU-Be alloys for three different re
flections (after (30)).

(a) Disposition of plates in a b.c.c. lattice of
edge length L. The arrows indicate the direction
of the particular plate normal. (b) Projection of
the arrangement of (a) onto a (001) plane. Plates
depicted by dashed line lie at L/2 qbove and below
the plarle of the projection. (c) Schematic tweed
contrast from Qverlapping black-white images,
g = 200, beam direction [001]. (d) Schematic
tweed contrast. 9 = 110, beam direction. [001]
(after (35)). (

(a) Schematic patt~ of distortions due to projec
ti~n of strain centres in Fig. 13 onto (001). Two
orthogonal transverse waves with wave vectors paral
lel to [110] and rl10] are prod~ced, with A = L//2.
(b) Diffraction pattern associated with lattice
disturbed by single transverse wave of wavelength
A (after (77)).

Arrays of circular rings ranging from perfect square
alignment (a) to complete disorder (3). Optic~l

diffraction patterns made from negative copies of
these' arrays are shown in Fig. 16 (after (81)).
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16 Optical diffraction patterns made from negatlve
copies of the arrays of rings in Flg. 15. Note
that the diffraction pattern of the regular square
array (a) gradually disappears and is replaced
by an approximation to the diffraction pattern
for a single ring (d). Note also that the first
order diffraction spots in (a) fall within the
limits of the rings in (d) (after (81)).
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Simple optical diffractometer. The diagram shows
the arrangement of the components used to construct
a simple optical diffractometer. A, laser; B, beam
expanding lensi 0, pinhole; E, adjustable
diaphragm; F3' diffraction lens; G, electron
micrograph; and H, viewing screen or camera (81)'.

The <1230> array.

Interaction energy of two square shaped particles
when they are mutually parallel (face=face configu
ration) as a function of separation. The broken
line indicates the interaction of infinitesimal
precipitates of the same strength. D is the centre
to-centre distance; each unit represents the
edge-length of the particles (D has the same mea
ning, r/t, in all other figures in which it appears.

Interaction energy of two square shaped particles
when they are mutually parallel (edge-edge configu
ration) as a function of separation. The broken
line indicates the interaction of infinitesimal pre
cipitates of the same strength.

Interaction energy of two square shaped particles
when they are mutually perpendicular (edge-edge con
figurations) as a function of separation. The
broken line indicates the interaction of infini
tesimal precipitates of the same strength.

Interaction energy of, two square shaped particles
when they are mutually perpendicular (edge-face con
figuration) as a function of separation. The
broken line indicates the interaction of infinitesi
mal precipitates of the same strength.

~he total elastic energy of the <1230> array per
plate vs the distance between the plates enclosed
by the sphere of radius of 6.4, 7.5 and 10.0 times
the plate-length.
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array vs the distance between the plates (infini
tesimal approximation).' The energy was calculated
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The elastic energy change per plate 'of the <1230> 78
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